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Abstract

Reading comprehension tests are re-
ceiving increased attention within the
NLP community as a controlled test-bed
for developing, evaluating and compar-
ing robust question answering (NLQA)
methods. To support this, we have en-
riched the MITRE CBC4Kids corpus
with multiple XML annotation layers
recording the output of various tokeniz-
ers, lemmatizers, a stemmer, a seman-
tic tagger, POS taggers and syntactic
parsers. Using this resource, we have
built a baseline NLQA system for word-
overlap based answer retrieval.

1 Introduction

Linguistic corpora marked up with XML repre-
sent the state of the art in language engineering.
Recently, reading comprehension tests have re-
ceived increased attention for testing Question An-
swering methods. We present our ongoing project
to develop a re-usable resource for reading com-
prehension and Natural Language Question An-
swering (NLQA) that we hope will be useful as a
controlled test-bed for developing and evaluating
robust NLQA methods. Starting from MITRE’s
CBC4Kids corpus collection (Breck et al., 2001),
we have created a practical multi-layer annota-
tion scheme and added various strata of linguis-
tic annotation automatically 1 using state-of-the-

1i.e. there is no gold standard for the linguistic annotation,
but task-based “gold answers”.

art NLP tools. This paper presents the architec-
ture, the various tool sets we used and the dis-
tributed development scenario we worked in. We
also describe how the chosen multi-layer scheme
naturally leads to a simple implementation of our
baseline question answering system and an evalu-
ation program.

2 Automatic Linguistic Annotation

2.1 Distributed XML development scenario

Our distributed development scenario is shown in
Figure 1. A normalization phase of the corpus pro-
duces valid XML. After this, development team
members each applied the same process to each
NLP tool assigned whose output was desired as an
annotation layer: a wrapper was created to con-
vert XML into the tool’s input format, and another
wrapper to convert the tool’s output back into a
well-formed XML stratum that could be inserted
in the XML stream on the fly. This distributed
form of collaboration easily scales up to larger de-
velopment teams, where individual team members
are free to choose different implementation lan-
guages and glue mechanisms. The final document
instance trees were then merged. While a generic
XSLT tree union script can be used for this, we in-
stead defined one tree to be the master instance and
added all new subtrees present in the second in-
stance. The result was validated against the DTD
and transformed further.

2.2 Design principles

While our work is driven by the observation (Cot-
ton and Bird, 2002): “With all the annotations
expressed in the same data model, it becomes a



straightforward matter to investigate the relation-
ships between the various linguistic levels. Mod-
eling the interaction between linguistic levels is a
central concern”, we do not aspire to create a new
reference annotation model for this type of cor-
pus, but rather to develop a reusable data resource.
The original CBC4Kids corpus was developed at
MITRE2, based on a collection of newspaper sto-
ries for teenagers written for CBC’s Web site3. To
each article selected for inclusion in the corpus,
the MITRE group added a set of 8-10 questions of
various degrees of difficulty. The corpus also in-
cludes one or more answers for each question, in
the form of a disjunction of one or more phrases
(the ‘answer key’). Due to the wide availability
of XML processing tools, we decided to define
an XML DTD for the CBC4Kids corpus and to
convert various linguistic forms of annotation into
XML and integrate them so as to provide a rich
knowledge base for our own NLQA experiments
and potential re-use by other groups. We selected a
set of tools with the guiding principles of 1) public
availability, 2) usefulness for the replication of our
baseline system, and 3) quality of the automatic
annotation. Because most available tools (with the
exception of LT TTT, (Grover et al., 2000)) do not
output XML, we had to develop a set of convert-
ers.

2.3 Linguistic layers

Each sentence has three different representations:
1) the original string, 2) a list of tags labeled TO-
KEN encoding the results from linguistic tools that
output lexical information (POS tags, stems, etc.),
3) a list of trees (PARSEs) corresponding to analy-
ses at a non-terminal level, i.e. syntactic or depen-
dency graphs. This is a compromise between min-
imizing redundancy and maximizing ease of use.
In particular, there is no link between token posi-
tions and the corresponding occurrences of words
in the parse trees/dependency graphs. Any annota-
tion scheme with a tighter coupling would require
an alignment step which, in many cases, would
have to remain incomplete due to idiosyncrasies of
the tools: for instance, a parser that used its own

2The contact person for the corpus is Lisa Ferro
(lferro@mitre.org).

3http://www.cbc4kids.ca/
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Figure 2: Building a new layer of TOKEN tags.
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Figure 4: Multiple annotation layers.

built-in tokenization might yield a different num-
ber of tokens from tokenizer.sed.4

Because various forms of linguistic processing
depend on the output of other tools, we wanted
to make the processing history explicit. We de-
vised a multi-layer annotation scheme in which an
XML process attribute refers to a description
of the input (token or tree), the output, and the
tool used. Figure 2 shows how a TOKEN layer
is built. This annotation allows for easy stack-
ing of mark-up for tokenization, part-of-speech
(POS) tags, base forms, named entities, syntac-
tic trees etc. (Figure 4). The word-form token
from Figure 2 are then repeated in the PARSE trees
(<LEAF type="Scotia"/>).

Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the current sta-
tus of our annotation “pipe tree” for tokens and
trees/graphs, respectively, as described below.5

Figure 3 gives an overview of our current anno-
tation layers. A comprehensive description of the
tools and structure can be found in the manual
(Dalmas et al., 2003a) distributed with the corpus.
This procedure is carried out for the stories, ques-
tions, and answer keys (Appendix B).

4Treatment of doesn’t as does n’t is but one example.
5We call it a “pipe tree” because it represents a set of “pipe

lines” (like UNIX pipes) with common initial sub-steps.
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Figure 1: Building a richly annotated corpus in a distributed XML scenario.

Type Tool Process ID Reference
Sentence Boundaries MXTERMINATOR ID (Ratnaparkhi, 1996)
Tokenization Penn tokenizer.sed ID TOK1

Tree-Tagger (internal) ID TOK2 (Schmid, 1994)
LT TTT ID TOK3 (Grover et al., 2000)

Part-of Speech MXPOST TOK1 POS2 (Ratnaparkhi, 1996)
Tree-Tagger TOK2 POS1 (Schmid, 1994)
LT POS TOK3 POS3 (Mikheev et al., 1999)

Lemmatization CASS ‘stemmer’ TOK1 LEMMA2 (Abney, 1996)
Tree-Tagger TOK2 LEMMA1 (Schmid, 1994)
morpha POS1 LEMMA3 (Minnen et al., 2001)

Stemming Porter stemmer LEMMA2 STEM1 (Porter, 1980)
Stop-Word Filtering Deep Read LEMMA2 CLEMMA2 (Hirschman et al., 1999)

Deep Read STEM1 CSTEM1 (Hirschman et al., 1999)
Syntactic Analysis Apple Pie Parser POS2 SYN1 (Sekine and Grishman, 1995)

Minipar relations TOK1 SYN2 (Lin, 1998)
CASS chunk trees POS1 SYN3 (Abney, 1996)
CASS dependency tuples POS1 SYN4 (Abney, 1996)
Collins parse trees POS2 SYN5 (Collins, 1997)

Figure 3: Annotation tools: current layers.
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Figure 5: Annotation layers per token. The repli-
cated Deep Read baseline system pipeline is high-
lighted.
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Figure 6: Annotation layers per sentence.

2.4 Normalization and annotation of the
corpus

The original CBC4Kids corpus from MITRE
comes marked up with XML-like tags. After
authoring the Document Type Definition (DTD),
processing comprised two steps (Figure 1): first,
we normalized the corpus so as to make sure the
data consistently fits the form described by our
DTD. Because the minimal scheme requires sen-
tence boundary detection (cf. Section 2.5) and the
original CBC4Kids corpus only contained markup
for paragraphs, normalization also involved split-
ting each paragraph into a list of sentences. Sec-
ondly, we enriched the corpus with linguistic an-
notation layers. Annotation layers are optional in
our DTD. Each annotation layer is added by a pro-
gram taking an XML file as input and ouputing
another XML file containing the additional layer;
Figure 2 shows the internal process.

2.5 Description of the layers

Sentence boundary detection. We used MX-
TERMINATOR (Ratnaparkhi, 1996) to split each
paragraph into sentences. Questions and human

answers are already demarcated in the source CBC
corpus released by MITRE .
Tokenization. Each sentence was tokenized us-
ing the Penn Treebank tokenizer, a sed(1) script
by Robert MacIntyre (University of Pennsylva-
nia)6. We modified it slightly before running it on
the corpus so as to recognize number separators,
URLs, and intra-sentential quotations which were
characteristic of the CBC corpus. The resulting
token sequence was defined as process ID TOK1.
POS Tagging. We recorded the results of two POS
taggers for comparison purpose: TreeTagger and
MXPOST. TreeTagger (Schmid, 1994) is a POS
tagger based on decision tree induction. Trained
and tested on a Penn Treebank sample, it has a re-
ported accuracy of 96.34% (trigram maximal win-
dow size). The POS tags of TreeTagger define
our layer TOK2 POS1 (TreeTagger comes with
a built-in tokenizer). MXPOST is a POS tagger
based on the Maximum Entropy framework that
has a reported accuracy of 96.6% on Wall Street
Journal text (Ratnaparkhi, 1996). We have added
a token layer TOK1 POS2 based on MXPOST.
Lemmatization. TOK1 LEMMA1, our first to-
ken layers of lemmata, is provided by TreeTag-
ger. Additionally, we obtained a second base-
form layer TOK1 LEMMA2 using the rule-based
program stemmer from the CASS software dis-
tribution (Abney, 1996).7

Stop-Word Filtering. We used the same stop-
words set as described in the Deep Read baseline
(Hirschman et al., 1999).
Stemming. (Porter, 1980) describes a simple
stemmer for English (LEMMA2 STEM1).
Semantic Classes. Deep Read (Hirschman et al.,
1999) uses WordNet to check words for subsump-
tion of the synsets PERSON and/or LOCATION.
We have integrated the result of this lookup as
layer LEMMA2_SEMCLASS1.
Parsing. PARSE tags record the output of several
different parsers that we have included in our pipe
trees.
The Apple Pie Parser (APP) is a statistical parser
trained on the Wall Street Journal subset of the
Penn Treebank (Sekine and Grishman, 1995).

6
http://www.cis.upenn.edu/treebank/tokenization.html

7Despite the name, stemmer is a lemmatizer rather than
a stemmer.



It comprises only non-terminals for NP and S
and parses by re-combination of NP/S-fragments,
memo-izing the complete training set. On unseen
WSJ material, it has been reported to achieve a
labeled precision8 of 72.61% and 83% for sen-
tences up to 15 words. APP returnes a single
best tree, which we have incorporated as process
POS2_SYN1.
Minipar (Lin, 1998) is a rule-based parser that im-
plements a procedural model of Government &
Binding (GB) realized as message passing; it is
derived from Principar (Lin, 1995), incorporates
knowledge about named entities and comprises a
lexicon � 90k lemmata. Its output consists of de-
pendency relations over word token positions. It
has a reported labeled dependency precision of
88.54%. This is the process TOK1_SYN2.
Shallow processing techniques have emerged as
an efficient way to deal with large quantities
of text. ‘Chunking’ – partial parsing by itera-
tive bottom-up bracketing using multi-layer deter-
ministic finite-state transducers for non-recursive
noun/verb groups (‘chunks’) – has been described
by Abney (Abney, 1996) and implemented in his
CASS. The chunker outputs either trees or de-
pendency relation tuples.9 We define a layer
POS1 SYN3 with trees of CASS chunks and
POS1 SYN4 with the dependency tuples.
(Collins, 1997) presents three statistical, lexical-
ized parsing models. We chose his model 2 (which
models left and right dependents), for integration
as layer POS2 SYN5. The POS2 layer is used as
input because Collins’ parser uses MXPOST POS
tags for handling unknown words. Collins reports
88.35% labelled precision for this model on sen-
tences with less than 40 words. The average sen-
tence length in CBC4Kids is 18 words (maximum
57).
The layers described here allow detailed compar-
isons of components’ contribution for any NLQA
method by exploring different paths in the annota-
tion “pipe tree”.
This annotation is work in progress and we are

8The reported numbers for parse tree evaluation refer to
the PARSEVAL.

9Since the latter output format is based not on token-
position but on the surface string of the region, there is a po-
tential for ambiguity if a surface string occurs multiple times
in the same sentence.

planning to include further layers featuring analy-
ses of LT TTT, LT POS, LT CHUNK, named entity
annotation using MITRE’s Alembic (Aberdeen et
al., 1995), LTG’s MUC-7 system (Grover et al.,
2000), as well as anaphora reference information.

3 Building NLQA Systems as Set of
XML Filters

This section describes the architecture of our ques-
tion answering system. We built it to transfer
the baseline results from the word overlap method
used by the Deep Read system in connection with
the REMEDIA corpus (Hirschman et al., 1999) to
the annotated CBC4Kids data and to support our
investigation of more sophisticated methods.
We exploited our XML annotation scheme using
the STEM1_CSTEM1 and LEMMA2_CLEMMA2
layers for a baseline based on content stems and
content lemmata, respectively. For the results of
our baseline system see (Dalmas et al., 2003b).
The layer is a parameter, so any–even a user-
defined–layer may be used with our existing im-
plementation. Figure 5 shows these final layers we
used and their ancestors in the linguistic pipeline.
We have implemented a batch NLQA system as
a set of filters in the functional programming lan-
guage Haskell.10

The XML markup of linguistic information
greatly simplified the implementation part: the
NLQA system was reduced to a function filter-
ing a tree (the XML document containing story
and questions) and computing intersection (over-
lap) on lists of tokens. Figure 7 shows the root of
the XML tree structure of a CBC4Kids document.
A document (DOC) instance comprises the story
and the associated set of questions and answers.
Question Answering is reduced to selecting a de-
sired layer and intersecting the bags of tokens as-
sociated with questions and answers, respectively.

4 Related Work

Corpus annotation. Some other corpora have
multiple annotation layers. For example, (Grover
et al., submitted) use five linguistic layers for their
DISP corpus of biomedical abstracts in order to

10For an introduction, see (Thompson, 1999) or
http://www.haskell.org/.
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compare the relative utility of shallow versus deep
parsing in analyzing nominal compounds.
XML alternatives. In the TIPSTER project
(NIST, online), a different architecture for text
processing was proposed that does not make use
of XML: a TIPSTER-compliant application an-
notates text by maintaining character offset pairs
indicating the beginning and end of the zone to-
gether with the type of token, phrase etc.
Work on pipelines. An XML pipeline can also be
described in a special glue language for streams
such as the XML stream processor STnG (Krup-
nikov, submitted). The main advantage would be
to formulate the processing pipeline in a language
that allows any kind of executable to be called
without using a combination of XML parser and
a programming language (such as LTG xmlperl
plus Perl).
XML-aware languages. Finally, new special-
purpose programming languages are already be-
ing designed, which—like CDuce (Benzaken et
al., 2002)—treat DTDs and their elements as first-
order objects and allow direct manipulation of
DTDs and XML document instances within the
functional paradigm; these are expected to sim-
plify XML processing further.

5 Lessons Learnt and Future Work

XML Pervasiveness. The NLP community has
now widely adopted the use of SGML or XML
for computer corpus annotation. XML-aware soft-

ware such as input/output application program-
ming interfaces (APIs), search and transformation
tools are now also available. However, the linguis-
tic community has not generally adopted XML as
the standard output format for parsers, taggers etc.,
so that it is still necessary to invest significant time
to develop converters. The collaborative develop-
ment scenario we have used here has proven effec-
tive in supporting this in a distributed fashion. Be-
cause there are is a large number of tools available
for XML processing and it is programming lan-
guage independent, XML is the ideal corpus ex-
change meta-format within and between groups.
DTD. Tokenization is currently considered a stan-
dard word-based process. In fact, it should also
be encoded as a non-terminal layer because its
original input is a string, from which different to-
ken sequences (with varying lengths) can be ex-
tracted, depending on the individual tool (see foot-
note 3).11

Applications. We are planning to use the
CBC4Kids for future NLQA experiments as a
testbed for evaluation. The present parse trees and
dependency relations will allow us to develop se-
mantically oriented answering strategies, includ-
ing shallow inference (Webber et al., 2002), and
performance measurements based on output from
different sets of tools can be compared in a task-
based evaluation.
Re-use. We do not know of any other corpus that
has been automatically annotated with compara-
bly rich strata of linguistic knowledge and believe
that the corpus can be a valuable resource for other
NLQA research groups as well. The annotated
corpus will be distributed by MITRE with layers
as given above, including answers given by our
system for the Deep Read baseline. Please con-
tact Lisa Ferro directly for a copy.12
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A Sample Story from CBC4Kids

Mourning in an Alberta Town
April 29, 1999

Pastor Ken Gartly provided comfort and prayer to people in
Taber, Alberta yesterday after two students were shot at the
town’s high school.

Students at W. R. Myers high school had just settled down
after lunch when a 14-year-old boy walked in and shot
two students, killing one. The shooting comes a week
after the shooting tragedy at Columbine high school in
Littleton, Colorado. “We have a son and daughter-in-law in
Denver,” says Pastor Gartly after an evening service at Taber
Evangelical Free Church where worshipers discussed the
day’s tragic events. The dead teenager has been identified
as Jason Lang, 17. The other victim, Shane Christmas, also
17, had emergency surgery yesterday at Lethbridge Regional
Hospital. This morning his condition was reported as fair
to serious. The two grade 11 students were said to be best
friends.

Eight thousand people live in Taber, which is 300 kilometres
southeast of Calgary. Many members of the community
are members of the Mormon Church or are evangelical
Christians.

Taber was founded at the beginning of the century. It is
mainly made up of decendents of the area’s early homestead
pioneers, of Central European, Polish, Japanese, Dutch and
various other racial backgrounds.
[...]

Police confirmed the gunman was taken into custody by the
school resource officer, who is also a member of the Taber
Police Service. The six hundred mostly Inuit residents of the
northern Quebec village of Kangiqsualujjuaq had planned
to bury the bodies of nine of their friends and children in a
funeral this afternoon. But the bad weather that resulted in
their deaths has also delayed the funeral until Tuesday.

Questions

Who shot two students at a high school in Taber?

What time of day did the Taber shooting take place?

Where is the Taber gunman now?

Who died in the Taber shooting? (see Figure 8)

Why is Shane Christmas in the hospital?

Why were yesterday evening’s activities at Taber Evangelical

Free Church modified?

When was there a school shooting in Colorado?

B The Encoding of Questions and
Answers

Figure 10 shows the hierarchical structure of our
XML encoding for questions, answers and system
results.

Figure 8: HTML view of a question. score is
WdAnsRecall from (Hirschman et al., 1999).

Figure 9: HTML view of some linguistic layers of
the corresponding human answer.
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swers and system results.


